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**OUR MISSION:**

To foster and promote the development of the social, cultural, economic and civic life of Asian Americans to benefit the entire community.
Dear Friends,

On Friday, November 9th, 2001, thirteen members of the founding Board of Directors of Quincy Asian Resources Inc. met for the first time. Their leadership set in motion some remarkable accomplishments by many hundreds of community members over the last ten years. As the Asian population of Quincy has increased by 63.7% to 22,174 in 2010, QARI has continued to respond and adapt to the changing needs and characteristics of Quincy’s newcomers. In the past year alone, QARI served more than 1,500 clients through numerous programs, made possible by 30 staff members and more than 330 volunteers.

In 2011, we continued to deepen the impact of the Adult ESOL program through a new Intensive ESOL class focused on educational and vocational goals. The Commonwealth-funded, Learn (English) at Work Program expanded from 26 to 38 students through the support of business partners, Morning Sun Bus Company and Kam Man Food.

In August, the QARI Youth Service Corps formed, organizing more than 150 high school youth in service of their community. Members act as mentors in the new Atlantic Middle School Mentoring Program, arrange workshops for their peers, and form the backbone of our festival volunteer team. Our Chinese Language Parenting Program has expanded through our ongoing partnership with the Quincy Public Schools to serve more than 30 families in their children’s schools.

Meanwhile, the Board of Directors and staff are working diligently to develop a Strategic Plan to guide our growth for years to come. We are excited by what the future holds for an increasingly diverse Quincy.

Best Regards,

Dr. Wan Wu
Board President

John Brothers
Executive Director
CAI - LEVEL 3 INTENSIVE ESOL STUDENT
“My short-term goal is to study English at QARI. It's very important for me to learn basic English and American culture. My English teacher, Mrs. Jody Price, is a very good teacher. I like to go to class. Also, I spend two hours listening and reading in English at home. I speak English more with my family. I'll keep my schedule to learn English for one year until my English gets to level 4. My long-term goal has not changed: going to college to study. My favorite subject is economics. When I finish college, I'll help people with financial investments, help more people get rich, and have a better life.”

IVY - LEVEL 3 ESOL STUDENT
“My name is Ivy. I came from Hong Kong three years ago. I'm studying English at QARI from 2009 until now. I like to learn English at QARI. The first reason, the location is convenient. Second reason, I pay less for the class. Third, there are different levels and they change books every year. Also, people are nice and helpful at QARI. Teachers teach every detail, very well. I enjoy making friends from different countries and having fun. My English also gets better and better.”

ADULT EDUCATION PROGRAM
Mr. Lam is an Asian immigrant elder who came to the QARI Resource Center seeking help with health insurance, cash benefits, and citizenship. He had lived in Quincy for more than 15 years before moving to Senior Housing with his wife. Due to the economic crash in recent years, his family could no longer afford his $300.00 per month for his living expense. When Mr. Lam came to the QARI Resource Center he was greeted by our multilingual staff and spoke with QARI’s Information & Referral Specialist. The specialist provided instruction and assistance for SSI benefits at the Social Security Administrative Office. Our multilingual staff assisted him with his U.S. Citizenship application, explained to him the benefits of Medicare and Medicaid insurance, as well as how to apply for them.

“無論我需要什麼幫助，他們都能幫我解決，他們有耐心，肯幫人，而且懂得我說的語言。”

Translated – “No matter what I need, the QARI staff helps me solve the problem. They are patient, helpful, and understand my language.”

Mr. Lam is now a citizen, and currently qualifies for SSI benefits. QARI Resource Center was able to provide him with information and assistance he was not able to access elsewhere. QARI’s I&R program is led by our Outreach Specialist and staffed by well trained multiplilingual college work study students. Our staff welcomes and assists all walk-in clients in a variety of services including ESOL, transition to citizenship, priority housing, food stamps, DTA cash benefits, health care, education, and public assistance.

CLIENTS SERVED

AGE BREAKDOWN OF 1,413 CLIENTS

- 169 Unknown Age
- 523 Elders
- 721 Adults

LANGUAGES SPOKEN

- 793 Cantonese
- 140 Mandarin
- 344 Unspecified Chinese
- 27 Vietnamese
- 63 Unknown
- 41 Other
Melody’s commitment to QARI is a great example of our relationship with high school youth in the community. When she first came into the QARI Resource Center to inquire about English classes in the summer of 2010, she had only been in the U.S. for about a month. We introduced her to YouthLinks, a youth summer jobs program. Since then, Melody has been a consistent participant and volunteer in many of QARI’s programs. Not only has she been involved with events like Lunar New Year, August Moon, and Annual Banquet, she has also been involved with programs like the Quincy High School Tutoring/Mentoring Program, and teaching Survival English for Elders.

QARI has been an ongoing resource for Melody as she looks forward to her college career and beyond. Recently elected as the Director of Marketing on the Executive Board of the QARI Youth ServiceCorps board, Melody has been working on various projects with her peers in an effort to make a larger impact on the community. She is developing valuable skills such as how to organize events, speak in public and develop lesson plans, while continuing to give back to the community she lives in.

Students at Quincy Public Schools

*Data collected from a total of 10,213 students from QPS
YOUTH PROGRAMS
*Funded by the Comcast Foundation and South Shore Mental Health

In 2010-2011, 14 high school members of the DUC (Discovering Unique Careers) Program organized and attended various events during the school year, highlighted by a career conference in May. DUC members visited work sites including the New England Aquarium and Boston Ballet, learning about careers and opportunities for youth.

Through QARI’s Mentoring Programs, we identify specific ways of supporting recent immigrant youth and educating immigrant parents about available resources. Mentees receive help with adjustment, transitions, language, college or career exploration, financial aid, etc. Mentors gain a greater appreciation and understanding of the immigrant population and their needs.

U&I Mentoring is a school-based, one-on-one mentoring program designed to support immigrant youth enrolled at Atlantic Middle School by providing academic support, help with the transition to high school, and aid in acclimating to life in America. A set curriculum focuses on English conversation practice and non-verbal activities to foster meaningful match relationships.

QARI Connects is a community based, one-on-one mentoring program that assists immigrant high school youth in Quincy and South Shore area to adjust to life in America and prepare for post-high school society. Mentors support career exploration, the college application process, the development of mentees’ socializations skills and cultural competency.

Founded in 2011, the QARI Youth Service Corps is a group of 150-200 high school students committed to making an impact in their community. Members of this group volunteer for QARI’s events and projects such as the Lunar New Year and August Moon Festivals, and mentoring programs. The Service Corps serves as the foundation of QARI’s youth volunteer capacity; by actively promoting Asian Culture and awareness of social issues within the community, members of the Service Corps develop their leadership skills, become more aware of and engaged in their community, all while seeking to improve it.
ESOL INSTRUCTION
* Funded by the State Street Foundation, the Harold Brooks Foundation, and Verizon

QARI provides 4 levels of English instruction to approximately 300 students through the work of six teachers and a host of volunteer tutors.

In the past 12 months there has been a sharp increase and need for English instruction. Our classes are fully enrolled and each semester there is an extensive wait list (between 60-90 students).

For students looking for a “fast track”, QARI now offers a year long cycle of three intensive classes (Summer, Winter, & Spring). These classes, which meet 3 days a week for seven and a half hours, are designed to prepare students for further educational or vocational training.

CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION
Classes meet throughout the year for 12 weeks and prepare students for the Citizenship Exam.

LEARN (ENGLISH) AT WORK
* Funded by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts

QARI, in partnership with two local businesses: Morning Sun Travel & KamMan Market, runs three ESOL classes for 38 employees designed to develop students English skills in the workplace.

SURVIVAL ENGLISH FOR ELDERS
QARI volunteers and staff teach more than 80 Chinese immigrant elders in 4 classes at 2 different locations (QARI Resource Center and O’Brien Towers).

These classes are conducted in Cantonese, Mandarin, and English are between 1-1.5 hours long. The classes run from 8 - 14 weeks and cover topics such as how to ask questions, taking public transportation, emergency situations, and how to use coupons and pay bills.

HEALTH SEMINARS
In partnership with Quincy Medical Center, Thomas Crane Public Library, South Shore Elder Services, and Greater Boston Chinese Golden Age, QARI organizes 8 yearly health education seminars for an average of 50 immigrant elders. Topics included “Breast Cancer Awareness”, “Alzheimer’s Disease”, and “Eating Well for Today and Tomorrow”.
MULTILINGUAL SERVICES
QARI staff members provide answers to questions concerning daycare application and referral process, public benefits, health insurance, housing, translation, and fuel assistance at the QARI Resource Center. Work study students assist in a variety of languages, such as, Cantonese, Taishanese, Mandarin, Vietnamese, Spanish, and English.

BILINGUAL OUTREACH
* Funded by South Shore Elder Services
QARI staff and volunteers provide translation services to clients at the Germantown Neighborhood Center’s Food Pantry and also during the holiday season at Salvation Army. Last year over 600 units of service were provided.

Central Registration at Quincy Public Schools is held at Quincy High School on Mondays and Thursdays from 1pm - 3 pm. QARI reaches out to new immigrant families, providing information for their needs, such as finding jobs, filling out applications, signing up their children for school, as well as informing them of all the services QARI provides.

QARI staff and volunteers provide outreach to immigrant parents as interpreters for report card reading, parent/teacher conferences, and IEP (Individualized Education Plan) meetings.

Last year QARI staff assisted 65 Asian immigrants with information about unemployment benefits, English classes, job opportunities, and job training at the Quincy Career Center.

CHINESE PARENTING PROGRAM
More than 30 families took part in Parenting classes offered in their children’s schools by QARI through our partnership with South Shore Mental Health and the Quincy Public Schools.

LEGAL CLINICS
Free monthly legal clinics are held on the fourth Monday of every month at QARI Resource Center. Licensed attorneys provide answers to questions concerning criminal and personal injury, immigration and U.S. citizenship, family and divorce, and landlord/tenant issues in a private and confidential manner.
RECOGNIZING ASIAN AMERICAN SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY

More than 600 community members gathered to celebrate Asian Pacific Heritage Month in May and honored 5 recipients for their contributions to the community.

*Founders Award:* David Zou  
*Visionary Award:* Arthur Keough  
*Community Partner Award:*  
State Street Corporation  
*QARI’s 10th Anniversary Award:*  
John Brothers  
*Unsung Hero Award:* Gene Lee

The 4th Annual Community Banquet raised more than $55,000 to support QARI youth programs and the QARI scholarship fund. During the Annual Banquet, community service scholarships were presented to graduating seniors Michelle Deng, Teresa Fong, Brenda Lam, and Xingying Mei. These scholarships reflect the students dedication to community service.
PROMOTING CULTURAL APPRECIATION
The Lunar New Year and August Moon Festivals, two of the largest celebrations on the South Shore, once again featured performances, cultural exhibits, activities, and vendors. This year volunteers organized an Asian Cultural Area at both festivals; increasing and expanding the exposure of Asian Arts and Customs to the Quincy community.
FINACIALS

REVENUES

$427,328

CONSULTING INCOME: $12,762
PROGRAM FEES: $26,018
PROJECTS & GRANTS: $205,027
MEMBERSHIP & CONTRIBUTIONS: $7,775
EVENTS: $174,474

EXPENSES

$396,064

PROFESSIONAL FEES: $35,016
EVENTS & MEETINGS: $72,213
OFFICE (rent, utilities, phone, supplies, furniture): $45,033
INSURANCE: $16,168
POSTAGE, PRINTING & DUES: $1,655
MISCELLANEOUS: $415
PAYROLL: $225,562

FINANCIAL POSITION FY2011

ASSETS
Current Assets $307,014
Accounts Receivable $23,344
Prepaid Expenses $4,735
Total Assets $335,093

LIABILITIES & EQUITY
Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable $10,955
Deferred Revenue $145,527
Prepaid Membership
Total Liabilities $156,482

Net Assets
Unrestricted $178,611
Restricted
Total Equity $178,611

Total Liabilities & Equity $335,093
Thank you to the following Institutional & Individual Donors for their financial support

Institutions
City of Quincy
Comcast Foundation
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Harold Brooks Foundation
Mohogan Sun
South Cove Community Health Center, Inc.
South Shore Elder Services
State Street Foundation
Verizon Foundation

China Pearl
Eastern Bank
Kam Man Food, LLC
South Shore Mental Health Center
Tufts-New England Medical Center

Arbella Insurance
Boston Medical Center Health Plan
C&S Company
Carney Hospital
Central Real Estate
Citizens Bank
Dunkin’ Donuts
East West Bank
Eastern Nazarene College
Evercare
Fuji 1546 Restaurant & Bar
Harvard Vanguard
Manet Community Health Center
Network Health
President’s Plaza
Quincy Community Action Programs, Inc.
Quincy Medical Center
Quincy Mutual Fire Insurance
Quincy Rehabilitation & Nursing Center
South Shore Hospital
Sovereign Bank
St. Joseph’s Rehabilitation & Nursing
Street Works
The Kraft Group

Christopher E. Coleman, ESQ, PC
Dollar Fun
Dewar Funeral Home
Dhammakaya Meditation Center of Boston
Expressway Motors
Far Eastern Fine Furniture Corp
Infinity Law Group
Keohane Funeral Home
New York Life
Punjab Cafe
Richard Soo Hoo Insurance Agency
Robert F. White Associates
Rockland Trust
Senior Whole Health
South Garden Restaurant
Sunshine Fruit
The Law Office of Donald Bumiller
Van Restaurant & Bar
Wendy’s

IDS construction
Impact Quincy
Institute for Asian American Studies
Kagawa Sushi Bar & Restaurant
Kid Stuff Amusements
Kwong Kow Chinese School
Learn Yu Wen, Inc.
Lydon Chapel For Funerals
Mass Council On Gambling, Inc.
Mayor's Asian American Advisory Committee
Moy Shee Association
National Fire Protection Agency
Neighborhood Health Plan
Neponset Health Center
New Century Realty
New England Comics
President’s City Auto
QuoGift Shop
Quincy Chinese Church of the Nazarene
Saigon Corner
Sedna Law
Seed Music
Shalin Cultural Center
Shiseido Cosmetic Boutique
Soleil Physical Therapy
South Coastal Bank
South Cove Manor

Caroline Donohue
Mariebjeina Dossous
Michele Edelsberg
Councilor Joe Finn
Catherine Feng
Sharon L. Garuchon
Janet Giacomo Moszi
Karianne J. Golembie
Randy Govean
Lisa Griffiths
Councilor Doug Gutro
Bao J. Hang
Antonio J. Harris
Annmarie Hewitt
Dr. Simon Ho
Reynaldo A. Jimenez
Senator John F. Keenan
Mayor Tom Koch
Bonnie Kok
Sunkarie Konteh
Chantelle Lam
Susan H. Laidlaw
Mary K.Y. Lee
Clemens Leong
Pak Loi
Lauren M. Mahoney
Patty Mak
Kevin P. Mantville
Jannie Mark
Rep. Ronald Mariano
Councilor Brian McNamee
Robert Monahan
Abby Hieu N. Nguyen
Catherine O’Connell
Kimberley J. O’Connor
Cindy Porter
Elizabeth A. Porter
Jodi A. Roberts
Peter M. Skoler
Kevin Song
Mr & Mrs. Warren Su
Patricia A. Sullivan
Donna Thach
Colleen Walls
Leverett L. Wing
Olivia Wong
Tsui H. Wong-Ng
Hon. Paul Yee
Janette York
Ellen Yuen
David Yi Zou

3A Apartments.com
Asian American Service Association, Inc.
Blue Cross Blue Shield of MA
Chang Shing Tofu

Adams Family Dental
Agnitti Insurance
Archbishop Williams High School
Asian American Civic Association, Inc.
Asian CDC
Bank of America
Bank of Canton
Best Buy
Bin Ends
Boston Bar Association
Boston Chinatown Neighborhood Center
Bridgewater Credit
Bunker Hill Community College
Cathay Bank
Cathay Pacific Restaurant
Cheap Cell 168
Citibank
Dennis & Associates
Donaghue Insurance Agency
Dove, Inc
Energy Smart Quincy
Grandasia Bridal & Fashion
Grand Chinatown Restaurant
Greater Boston Chinese Golden Age Center
Hair Station
Hepatitis B Initiative
Hub Pen Company, Inc.
Thank you to more than 300 volunteers and 30 staff members for their hard work on behalf of the community!

### Adult Volunteers
- Justin Au
- Cindy Batya-Geller
- Ranh Cao
- Kim Chan
- Ellen Chan
- Ricky Chen
- Jaiwei Chen
- Chaoran Chen
- Hong Chen
- Gabriel Cheong
- Margaret Cheung
- Yau Chong
- Lily Chu
- Henry Chu
- Lindsay Clark
- Ryan Daniels
- Xiaobei Daniels
- Lily Do
- Caroline Donohue
- Michele Eldersberg
- Mona Florentine
- Julie Fung
- Winnie Jin
- Leo Johnson
- Susan Kam
- Donna Kellble
- Bonnie Kok
- Jen Jen Ku
- Jenny La
- Chantelle Lam
- Michael Lam
- Mia Cowina Lam
- Truc Le
- Trong Le
- Gene Lee
- Jun Jie Lei
- Qing Tong Lei
- Clemens Leung
- Tony Liang
- Xiao Yong Liu
- Senki Liu
- Michael Lock
- Sandy Lok
- Tony Lu
- Ada Mai
- Patty Mak
- Jannie Mark
- Josie McGovern
- Paul McGovern
- Tony Mei
- Tracy Mei
- Brian Moy
- Yan Po Ng
- Abby Nguyen-Burke
- Jake Oulette
- Lui Pak
- Todd Pelletier
- Nathan Poon
- Frank Poon
- Joe Reardon
- Faye Reed
- Xiaodan Situ
- David Sooho
- Sterling Sooho
- Peter Tam
- Kara Tan
- Donna Thach
- Andrew Tran
- Lorraine Tse
- Amy Wang
- Cherry Wei
- Tim Wismar
- Celeste Wong
- Marianda Wong
- Richard Wong
- Kristen Wong
- Maggie Wong
- Margie Wong
- Ivan Wong
- Sandy Wong
- Kiki Wu
- Dr. Wan Wu
- Apple Wu
- William Wu
- Mofei Xu
- May Yau
- Hung Yee
- Gen Yang Zhao
- Hongde Zhao
- Mengwei Zheng
- Xiaoling Zhuo
- David Zou

### Youth Volunteers
- Abrar Ahmed
- Sarah Ahmed
- Zoey Au
- Neil Banoe
- Angie Cai
- Ni Cao
- Can Cay
- Leo Cay
- Andrea Chan
- Elaine Chan
- Jerry Chan
- Katherine Chan
- Michael Chan
- Tiffany Chan
- Laura Chan
- Lisa Chan
- Jennifer Chau
- Felicia Chau
- Andy Chen
- Anthony Chen
- Bowey Chen
- Cindy Chen
- Danling Chen
- Hilary Chen
- Jamie Chen
- Jiamin Chen
- Linda Chen
- Wilson Chen
- Ying Chen
- ZhouPing Chen
- Sara Chen
- Sarah Chen
- Sharon Cheng
- Jonathan Chin
- Melanie Chin
- Heidy Ching
- Winnie Ching
- Barry Chu
- Deby Chu
- Stephanie Cho
- Austin Chow
- Justin Chu
- Tommy Chung
- Wesley Cot
- Michelle Deng
- Jamie Diu
- Tommy Do
- Hang Duong
- Linda Duong
- Melody Feng
- Tiffany Fong
- Yvonne Fong
- Kevin Fung
- Kristen Fung
- Amy Gao
- Shirley Gao
- Marcus Giang
- Samantha Guan
- William Ho
- John Hong
- Canming Huang
- Eddy Huang
- Karen Huang
- Guiming Huang
- Hong Huang
- Joanne Huang
- Perry Huang
- Sharon Huang
- Tammy Huang
- Tony Huang
- Xiaofeng Huang
- Xiaoyu Huang
- Yuan Feng Huang
- Richard Hui
- Tony Huynh
- Benson Huynh
- Francesca Huynh
- Tony Huynh
- Ye Eun (Grace) Kim
- Jack Kozlowski
- Stephanie La
- Jessica Lai
- Lina Lai
- Xinger Lai
- Hang I Lam
- Richard Lam
- Brenda Lam
- Irene Lam
- Matthew Lau
- Jeffery Law
- Emily Lee
- Sophie Lee
- Maria Lei
- Annie Leng
- Sean Lerikvark
- Wesley Leung
- Amina Li
- Angelica Li
- Benjamin Li
- Diana Li
- Jacky Li
- Michelle Li
- Peng Cheng Li
- Yufei Li
- Yumei Li
- Yuwei Li
- Zhendong Li
- Casey Li
- Jay Li
- Jennifer Li
- Kayla Li
- Linda Li
- Jennifer Liang
- Wei Liang
- Megan Lieu
- Peter Lieu
- Andy Lin
- TingTing Lin
- Xingjun Lin
- Andy Liu
- Jianaan Liu
- Jitong Liu
- Sandy Liu
- Jerry Liu
- Rosemary Lo
- Stanley Lok
- Ying Loo
- Gary Lu
- Phuong Luc
- Kathy Lu
- Crystal Luo
- Cindy Luu
- Christina Ly
- Karen Ly
- Thomas Ly
- Calvin Ma
- Eric Mah
- Richard McDonough

* = Cultural Festivals, ^ = Community Banquet
Youth Volunteers
Cont’d
Emily Mei*
Steven Mei*
Chunhua (Janette) Mei*
Ivy Mei*
Jingting Mei*
Steven Mei*
XingYing Mei**
Allen Mo*
Brian Mo*
Jian Bin Mo*
Juliana Ng*
Christina Ng*
Jason Ng*
Richie Ngo*
Alex Nguyen*
Dao My Nguyen*
Jeffrey Nguyen*
John Nguyen*
Kathy Nguyen*
Tuyen Nguyen*
Lan Nguyen*
Stephanie Nguyen*
Trami Nguyen*
Shuyi Peng*
Minh Pham*
Victoria Phan*
Simon Quach*
Erica Setow*
Kasey Shen*
John Tam*
Teresa Tam*
Eric Tan*
Jun Tan*
Michelle Tan*
Victoria Tan*
Youda Tan*
Lucy Tang*
Huong Tang*
Nam Thai*
Tommy To*
Bryan Tong*
Hoichun Tong*
Agnes Tran*
Helen Tran*
Cattien Tran*
Michelle Tran*
Emily Truong*
Cindy Truong*
Eddie Tsai*
Kim Tsang*
Kathy Van*
Heidi Van*
Shirley Van*
Cynthia Vu*
Katherine Vu*
Yingge Wang*
Yufeng Wang*
Pei ting Wang*
Yingqi Wang*
Mykkiel Williams*
Iok Wong**
Lisa Wong*
Sally Wong*
Doris Wong*
Jessica Wong*
Karen Wong*
Vincent Wong*
Wendy Wong*
Nelson Wu*
Regina Wu*
Margaret Wu*
Lisa Yang*
Amanda Yao*
Cassie Yee*
Kelly Yu*
Ying Yu*
Emily Yu*
Hong Yu*
Karen Yu*
Samson Yu*
Philip Zeng*
Jordan Zeng*
Xinger Zhai*
Mary Zheng*
Fanny Zhou*
Xiu xiu Zhu*
Katie Zou*
Ping ting Zou*
Jeffery Zou*
Jason Liu
Senki Liu
Tony Luu
Xingying Mei
Jenny Wong
Linda Yee
Hung Yee
Hongde Zhao
Adult Ed. Volunteers
Linda Broadford
Wai-Man Chan
Richard Kerr
Davis Lai
Gene Lee
James MacPhee
Robert Matheson
Catherine O’Connell
Jiseob Oh
Bryan Ouellette
Pascale Salomon
Part-time Staff
Heather Bowen
Silvia Canetti
Wai-Man Chan
Maggie Chen
Hong Chen
Jiwai Chen
Ellen Crevison
Sean Daley
Michelle Deng
Michele Edelsberg
Paul Gagnon
Rene Hashey
Janice Keough
Anlee Krupp
Genesy’s Lai
Senki Liu
Jason Liu
Ada Mai
Consuelo Medina
Tracy Mei
Xingying Mei
Yunshan Pan
Jody Price
Mark Russell
Minyi Tan
William Wu
Ina Yang
Xiaoling Zhuo
Management
John Brothers
Samantha Chen
Xiaotong Duan
Michele Edelsberg
Melissa Mei
Christine Nguyen
Peter Tam
Mofei Xu

* = Cultural Festivals,
** = Community Banquet

QARI
CAPACITY

6 Management Staff
11 Adult Ed. Volunteers
16 Outreach Volunteers
92 Adult Volunteers
28 Part-Time Staff
228 Youth Volunteers
15 Board of Directors
Design:
Xiaotong Duan

14